**METHOD AND DEVICE FOR FINGERPRINT VERIFICATION**

The present disclosure relates to a method and device for fingerprint verification, which belong to the computer technical field. The method includes: performing (101, 202) fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result; if the first verification result is a failed verification, performing (102, 203) fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and using (103, 204) the second verification result as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

---

**Fig. 1**
Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to the field of computer technology, and more particularly, to a method and device for fingerprint verification.

BACKGROUND

[0002] An entity key (physical button) of certain terminals provides with a fingerprint verification component, and each terminal can perform fingerprint verification with respect to a user while the user is pressing the entity key.

[0003] Before the fingerprint verification, the terminal collects a fingerprint of a finger through the fingerprint verification component, and uses the collected fingerprint as a reference fingerprint. During the fingerprint verification, the terminal collects a fingerprint to be matched of the user through the fingerprint verification component; detects whether the fingerprint and the reference fingerprint are the same; and if the fingerprint and the reference fingerprint are the same, determines that the verification is successful.

SUMMARY

[0004] The present disclosure provides a method and device for fingerprint verification.

[0005] According to a first aspect, the invention relates to a method for fingerprint verification, including:

performing fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result;

if the first verification result is a failed verification, performing fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and

using the second verification result as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

[0006] In one embodiment, the method further includes:

if the first verification result is a successful verification, using the first verification result as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification.

[0007] In one embodiment, the step of performing the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain the first verification result includes:

receiving a first interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user touches the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component; collecting a first fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the first interrupt signal; and comparing the first fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the first verification result.

[0008] In one embodiment, the step of performing the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key is raised to obtain the second verification result includes:

receiving a second interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user releases the entity key; collecting a second fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the second interrupt signal; and comparing the second fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the second verification result.

[0009] In one embodiment, the method further includes:

receiving a call instruction sent by a third-party program, and performing the step of performing the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain the first verification result in accordance with the call instruction; and sending the final verification result to the third-party program.

[0010] According to a second aspect, the invention relates to a device for fingerprint verification, including:

a first verification module configured to perform fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result;

a second verification module configured to, if the first verification result obtained by the first verification module is a failed verification, perform fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and

a first determination module configured to use the second verification result obtained by the second verification module as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

[0011] In one embodiment, the device further includes:

a second determination module configured to, if the first verification result obtained by the first verification module is a successful verification, use the first verification result as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification.

[0012] In one embodiment, the first verification module is further configured to:
receive a first interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user touches the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component; collect a first fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the first interrupt signal; and compare the first fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the first verification result.

[0013] In one embodiment, the second verification module is further configured to:

receive a second interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user releases the entity key; collect a second fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the second interrupt signal; and compare the second fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the second verification result.

[0014] In one embodiment, the device further includes:

an instruction receiving module configured to receive a call instruction sent by a third-party program, and trigger the first verification module to perform the step of performing the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain the first verification result in accordance with the call instruction; and a result sending module configured to send the final verification result to the third-party program.

[0015] According to a third aspect, the invention relates to a device for fingerprint verification, including:

a processor; and a memory for storing instructions executable by the processor;

wherein the processor is configured to:

perform fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result;

if the first verification result is a failed verification, perform the fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and use the second verification result as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

[0016] In one particular embodiment, the steps of the method for fingerprint verification are determined by computer program instructions. According to a fourth aspect, the invention is also directed to a computer program for executing the steps of a method for fingerprint verification as described above when this program is executed by a computer.

[0017] This program can use any programming language and take the form of source code, object code or a code intermediate between source code and object code, such as a partially compiled form, or any other desirable form.

[0018] The invention is also directed to a computer-readable information medium containing instructions of a computer program as described above.

[0019] The information medium can be any entity or device capable of storing the program. For example, the support can include storage means such as a ROM, for example a CD ROM or a microelectronic circuit ROM, or magnetic storage means, for example a USB key or a hard disk.

[0020] Alternatively, the information medium can be an integrated circuit in which the program is incorporated, the circuit being adapted to execute the method in question or to be used in its execution.

[0021] The technical solutions provided by embodiments of the present disclosure have the following advantageous effects.

[0022] By performing fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result; if the first verification result is a failed verification, performing fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and using the second verification result as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification, the fingerprint verification can be performed twice in a process during which a user performs one pressing operation to the entity key, and thus the problem of the fingerprint deformation due to excessive force during the pressing process or the failed fingerprint verification due to a displacement between the finger and the fingerprint verification component can be solved, and the success rate of the fingerprint verification can be improved.

[0023] When the first verification result is a successful verification, the first verification result is used as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification. At this time, a second fingerprint verification is no longer performed, and thus processing resource to be wasted in performing the second fingerprint verification after a first fingerprint verification is successful can be saved.

[0024] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only and are not restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specification, illustrate embodiments consistent with the invention and, together with the description, serve to explain the principles of the invention.

Fig. 1 is a flowchart showing a method for fingerprint
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] Reference will now be made in detail to exemplary embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The following description refers to the accompanying drawings in which the same numbers in different drawings represent the same or similar elements unless otherwise represented. The implementations set forth in the following description of exemplary embodiments do not represent all implementations consistent with the present disclosure. Instead, they are merely examples of devices and methods consistent with aspects related to the present disclosure as recited in the appended claims.

[0027] Fig. 1 is a flowchart showing a method for fingerprint verification according to an exemplary embodiment. The method for fingerprint verification is applied in a terminal. As shown in Fig. 1, the method for fingerprint verification includes the following steps.

[0028] In step 101, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result.

[0029] In step 102, if the first verification result is a failed verification, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result.

[0030] In step 103, the second verification result is used as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

[0031] In view of the above, in the method for fingerprint verification provided by the present disclosure, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and the second verification result is used as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification. The method can perform the fingerprint verification twice in a process during which a user performs one pressing operation on the entity key, and thus can solve the problem of the fingerprint deformation due to excessive force during the pressing process or the failed fingerprint verification due to a displacement between the finger and the fingerprint verification component, and improve the success rate of the fingerprint verification.

[0032] Fig. 2 is a flowchart showing a method for fingerprint verification according to another exemplary embodiment. The method for fingerprint verification is applied in a terminal. As shown in Fig. 2, the method for fingerprint verification includes the following steps.

[0033] The method for fingerprint verification provided by the present embodiment is performed by a fingerprint verification component provided in an entity key. The fingerprint verification component includes at least a fingerprint sensor and a processing chip. The fingerprint sensor collects a fingerprint of a finger acted on the entity key (which is a fingerprint to be verified, i.e., a to-be-verified fingerprint), and sends the fingerprint to the processing chip. The processing chip reads a pre-stored reference fingerprint, and compares the fingerprint with the reference fingerprint to obtain a verification result.

[0034] The method for fingerprint verification provided by the present embodiment can be applied in any scenario in the terminal, for example, a verification scenario when unlocking the screen, a verification scenario when making payments, a verification scenario when reading encrypted information, a verification scenario when downloading applications, a verification scenario when deleting information, and the like, and the present embodiment is not limited to this. No matter which verification scenario the method for fingerprint verification is applied in, when implemented, a third-party program calls the fingerprint verification component, and the fingerprint verification component performs fingerprint verification and returns the verification result to a third-party application (i.e., the third-party program).

[0035] In step 201, a call instruction sent by a third-party program is received, and step 202 is performed according to the call instruction.

[0036] When an operation triggered by a user is received and the fingerprint verification needs to be performed with respect to the user is determined according to a preset setting, the third-party program sends the call instruction to the fingerprint verification component provided in the entity key, and the calling instruction is used to instruct the fingerprint verification component to perform verification on the fingerprint of the finger acted on the entity key, that is, the step 202 is performed.

[0037] Referring to Fig. 3, the third-party program sends the call instruction to the fingerprint verification component at a time t1.
In step 202, the fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result.

Referring to Fig. 4, a process of performing first fingerprint verification by the fingerprint verification component is as follows.

In step 2021, a first interrupt signal is received. The first interrupt signal is generated when a finger of a user touches the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component.

When the finger of the user touches the entity key, the fingerprint verification component receives the first interrupt signal. In Fig. 3, when a time at which the finger of the user touches the entity key is t2, the fingerprint verification component receives the first interrupt signal at the time t2.

In step 2022, a first fingerprint to be verified (i.e., a first to-be-verified fingerprint) of the finger is collected according to the first interrupt signal.

In step 2023, the first fingerprint to be verified is compared with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the first verification result.

In general, a time period taken by the fingerprint verification component for performing the fingerprint verification is relatively short, and the fingerprint verification can be done before the user presses the entity key completely. In Fig. 3, when a time at which the user presses the entity key completely is t3, the fingerprint verification component can obtain the first verification result before the time t3.

In step 203, if the first verification result is a failed verification, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result, and step 204 is performed.

When the user presses the entity key, if an excessive force is applied, a surface of the finger may be deformed, which may result that the first fingerprint collected by the fingerprint verification component is inaccurate; or, in the process in which the entity key is pressed and then raised, there may be a displacement between the finger and the entity key, which may also result that the first fingerprint collected by the fingerprint verification component is inaccurate. In both cases, the fingerprint verification component compares the first fingerprint to be verified with the reference fingerprint, and the first verification result obtained by the fingerprint verification component is still the failed verification even if the finger pressing the entity key at this time is the finger of which the reference fingerprint is collected. In order to overcome the problem of the failed verification due to inaccurate collection of the first fingerprint to be verified, in the present embodiment, the fingerprint verification component performs a second fingerprint verification in the process in which the entity key is raised to improve the success rate of the fingerprint verification.

Referring to Fig. 5, a process of performing the second fingerprint verification by the fingerprint verification component is as follows.

In step 2031, a second interrupt signal is received. The second interrupt signal is generated when a finger of a user releases the entity key.

When the finger of the user releases the entity key, the fingerprint verification component receives the second interrupt signal. In Fig. 3, when a time at which the finger of the user releases the entity key is t4, the entity key is raised, and the fingerprint verification component receives the second interrupt signal at the time t4.

In step 2032, a second fingerprint to be verified is collected according to the second interrupt signal.

In step 2033, the second fingerprint to be verified is compared with the preset reference fingerprint to obtain the second verification result.

In general, a time taken by the fingerprint verification component for performing the fingerprint verification is relatively short, and the fingerprint verification can be performed before the entity key returns to a state of not being pressed. In Fig. 3, when a time at which the entity key returns to the state of not being pressed is t5, the fingerprint verification component can obtain the second verification result before the time t5.

In step 204, the second verification result is used as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification, and step 206 is performed.

No matter whether the second verification result is a successful verification or a failed verification, the fingerprint verification component uses the second verification result as the final verification result.

In step 205, if the first verification result is a successful verification, the first verification result is used as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification.

When the first verification result is the successful verification, there is no need to perform the second fingerprint verification which may waste processing resource. Therefore, the fingerprint verification component can directly use the first verification result as the final verification result.

In step 206, the final verification result is sent to the third-party program.

In Fig. 3, the fingerprint verification component sends the final verification result to the third-party program before the time t5, and the third-party program determines whether the verification is successful in accordance with the final verification result.

When the final verification result is the failed verification, the third-party program can also continue to perform step 201 until the final verification result is the successful verification, or, until the number of calling the fingerprint verification component exceeds a preset threshold.

In view of the above, in the method for fingerprint verification provided by the present disclosure, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification com-
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When the first verification result is the successful verification, the first verification result is used as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification. At this time, the second fingerprint verification is no longer performed, and thus processing resource to be wasted in performing the second fingerprint verification after the first fingerprint verification is successful can be saved.

Fig. 6 is a block diagram showing a device for fingerprint verification according to an exemplary embodiment. The device for fingerprint verification is applied in a terminal. As shown in Fig. 6, the device for fingerprint verification includes a first verification module 610, a second verification module 620 and a first determination module 630.

The first verification module 610 is configured to perform fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result.

The second verification module 620 is configured to: if the first verification result obtained by the first verification module 610 is a failed verification, perform fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result.

The first determination module 630 is configured to use the second verification result obtained by the second verification module 620 as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

In view of the above, in the method for fingerprint verification provided by the present disclosure, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result; if the first verification result is a failed verification, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and the second verification result is used as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification. The method can perform the fingerprint verification twice in a process during which a user performs one pressing operation on the entity key, and thus can solve the problem of the fingerprint deformation due to excessive force during the pressing process or the failed fingerprint verification due to the displacement between the finger and the fingerprint verification component, and improve the success rate of the fingerprint verification.

Fig. 7 is a block diagram showing a device for fingerprint verification according to an exemplary embodiment. The device for fingerprint verification is applied in a terminal. As shown in Fig. 7, the device for fingerprint verification includes a first verification module 710, a second verification module 720 and a first determination module 730.

The first verification module 710 is configured to perform fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result.

The second verification module 720 is configured to: if the first verification result obtained by the first verification module 710 is a failed verification, perform fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result.

The first determination module 730 is configured to use the second verification result obtained by the second verification module 720 as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

Optionally, the device further includes a second determination module 740.

The second determination module 740 is configured to, if the first verification result obtained by the first verification module 710 is a successful verification, use the first verification result as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification.

Optionally, the first verification module 710 is further configured to:

- receive a first interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user touches the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component;
- collect a first fingerprint of the finger according to the first interrupt signal; and
- compare the first fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the first verification result.

Optionally, the second verification module 720 is further configured to:

- receive a second interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user releases the entity key;
- collect a second fingerprint of the finger according to the second interrupt signal; and
- compare the second fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the second verification result.

Optionally, the device further includes an instruction receiving module 750 and a result sending module 760.

The instruction receiving module 750 is configured to receive a call instruction sent by a third-party program, and trigger the first verification module 710 to perform the step of performing the fingerprint verification in
the process during which the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain the first verification result according to the call instruction.

[0077] The result sending module 760 is configured to send the final verification result to the third-party program.

[0078] In view of the above, in the device for fingerprint verification provided by the present disclosure, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result; if the first verification result is a failed verification, fingerprint verification is performed in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and the second verification result is used as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification. The method can perform the fingerprint verification twice in a process during which a user performs one pressing operation on the entity key, and thus can solve the problem of the fingerprint deformation due to excessive force during the pressing process or the failed fingerprint verification due to the displacement between the finger and the fingerprint verification component, and improve the success rate of the fingerprint verification.

[0079] When the first verification result is the successful verification, the first verification result is used as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification. At this time, the second fingerprint verification is no longer performed, and thus processing resource to be wasted in performing the second fingerprint verification after the first fingerprint verification is successful can be saved.

[0080] With respect to the devices in the above embodiments, the specific manners for performing operations for individual modules therein have been described in detail in the embodiments regarding the methods, which will not be elaborated herein.

[0081] An exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure provides a device for fingerprint verification which is able to implement the method for fingerprint verification provided by the present disclosure. The device for fingerprint verification includes a processor; and a memory for storing instructions executable by the processor; wherein the processor is configured to:

perform fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result;

if the first verification result is a failed verification, perform the fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and

use the second verification result as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

[0082] Fig. 8 is a block diagram showing a device 800 for fingerprint verification according to an exemplary embodiment. For example, the device 800 may be a mobile phone, a computer, a digital broadcast terminal, a messaging device, a gaming console, a tablet, a medical device, exercise equipment, a personal digital assistant, and the like.

[0083] Referring to Fig. 8, the device 800 may include one or more of the following components: a processing component 802, a memory 804, a power component 806, a multimedia component 808, an audio component 810, an input/output (I/O) interface 812, a sensor component 814, and a communication component 816.

[0084] The processing component 802 typically controls overall operations of the device 800, such as the operations associated with display, telephone calls, data communications, camera operations, and recording operations. The processing component 802 may include one or more processors 818 to execute instructions to perform all or part of the steps in the above described methods. Moreover, the processing component 802 may include one or more modules which facilitate the interaction between the processing component 802 and other components. For instance, the processing component 802 may include a multimedia module to facilitate the interaction between the multimedia component 808 and the processing component 802.

[0085] The memory 804 is configured to store various types of data to support the operation of the device 800. Examples of such data include instructions for any applications or methods operated on the device 800, contact data, phonebook data, messages, pictures, video, etc. The memory 804 may be implemented using any type of volatile or non-volatile memory devices, or a combination thereof, such as a static random access memory (SRAM), an electrically erasable programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM), a programmable read-only memory (PRM), a read-only memory (ROM), a magnetic memory, a flash memory, a magnetic or optical disk.

[0086] The power component 806 provides power to various components of the device 800. The power component 806 may include a power management system, one or more power sources, and any other components associated with the generation, management, and distribution of power in the device 800.

[0087] The multimedia component 808 includes a screen providing an output interface between the device 800 and the user. In some embodiments, the screen may include a liquid crystal display (LCD) and a touch panel (TP). If the screen includes the touch panel, the screen may be implemented as a touch screen to receive input signals from the user. The touch panel includes one or more touch sensors to sense touches, swipes, and gestures on the touch panel. The touch sensors may not only sense a boundary of a touch or swipe action, but also sense a period of time and a pressure associated with the touch or swipe action. In some embodiments, the multimedia component 808 includes a front camera and/or a rear camera. The front camera and the rear cam-
era may receive an external multimedia datum while the device 800 is in an operation mode, such as a photographing mode or a video mode. Each of the front camera and the rear camera may be a fixed optical lens system or have focus and optical zoom capability.

[0088] The audio component 810 is configured to output and/or input audio signals. For example, the audio component 810 includes a microphone ("MIC") configured to receive an external audio signal when the device 800 is in an operation mode, such as a calling mode, a recording mode, and a voice recognition mode. The received audio signal may be further stored in the memory 804 or transmitted via the communication component 816. In some embodiments, the audio component 810 further includes a speaker to output audio signals.

[0089] The I/O interface 812 provides an interface between the processing component 802 and peripheral interface modules, such as a keyboard, a click wheel, buttons, and the like. The buttons may include, but are not limited to, a home button, a volume button, a starting button, and a locking button.

[0090] The sensor component 814 includes one or more sensors to provide status assessments of various aspects of the device 800. For instance, the sensor component 814 may detect an open/closed status of the device 800, relative positioning of components, e.g., the display and the keypad, of the device 800, a change in position of the device 800 or a component of the device 800, a presence or absence of user contact with the device 800, an orientation or an acceleration/deceleration of the device 800, and a change in temperature of the device 800. The sensor component 814 may include a proximity sensor configured to detect the presence of nearby objects without any physical contact. The sensor component 814 may also include a light sensor, such as a CMOS or CCD image sensor, for use in imaging applications. In some embodiments, the sensor component 814 may also include an accelerometer sensor, a gyroscope sensor, a magnetic sensor, a pressure sensor, or a temperature sensor.

[0091] The communication component 816 is configured to facilitate communication, wired or wirelessly, between the device 800 and other devices. The device 800 can access a wireless network based on a communication standard, such as WiFi, 2G, or 3G, or a combination thereof. In one exemplary embodiment, the communication component 816 receives a broadcast signal or broadcast associated information from an external broadcast management system via a broadcast channel. In one exemplary embodiment, the communication component 816 further includes a near field communication (NFC) module to facilitate short-range communications. For example, the NFC module may be implemented based on a radio frequency identification (RFID) technology, an infrared data association (IrDA) technology, an ultra-wideband (UWB) technology, a Bluetooth (BT) technology, and other technologies.

[0092] In exemplary embodiments, the device 800 may be integrated with one or more application specific integrated circuits (ASICs), digital signal processors (DSPs), digital signal processing devices (DSPDs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), controllers, micro-controllers, microprocessors, or other electronic components, for performing the above described methods.

[0093] In exemplary embodiments, there is also provided a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium including instructions, such as included in the memory 804, executable by the processor 818 in the device 800, for performing the above-described methods. For example, the non-transitory computer-readable storage medium may be a ROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM, a magnetic tape, a floppy disc, an optical data storage device, and the like.

Claims

1. A method for fingerprint verification, comprising:

   performing (101, 202) fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result; if the first verification result is a successful verification, performing (102, 203) fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and using (103, 204) the second verification result as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the method further comprises:

   if the first verification result is a successful verification, using (205) the first verification result as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the step of performing (101, 202) the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain the first verification result comprises:

   receiving (2021) a first interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user touches the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component; collecting (2022) a first fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the first interrupt signal; and comparing (2023) the first fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the first verification result.
4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the step of performing (102, 203) the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key is raised to obtain the second verification result comprises:

- receiving (2031) a second interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user releases the entity key;
- collecting (2032) a second fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the second interrupt signal; and
- comparing (2033) the second fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the second verification result.

5. The method according to any one of claims 1-4, wherein the method further comprises:

- receiving (201) a call instruction sent by a third-party program, and performing the step of performing the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain the first verification result in accordance with the call instruction; and
- sending (206) the final verification result to the third-party program.

6. A device for fingerprint verification, comprising:

- a first verification module (610, 710) configured to perform fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result;
- a second verification module (620, 720) configured to, if the first verification result obtained by the first verification module (610, 710) is a failed verification, perform fingerprint verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and
- a first determination module (630, 730) configured to use the second verification result obtained by the second verification module (620, 720) as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

7. The device according to claim 6, wherein the device further comprises:

- a second determination module (740) configured to, if the first verification result obtained by the first verification module (610, 710) is a successful verification, use the first verification result as the final verification result of the present fingerprint verification.

8. The device according to claim 6 or 7, wherein the first verification module (610, 710) is further configured to:

- receive (2021) a first interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user touches the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component;
- collect (2022) a first fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the first interrupt signal; and
- compare (2023) the first fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the first verification result.

9. The device according to any one of claims 6 to 8, wherein the second verification module (620, 720) is further configured to:

- receive (2031) a second interrupt signal generated when a finger of a user releases the entity key;
- collect (2032) a second fingerprint of the finger in accordance with the second interrupt signal; and
- compare (2033) the second fingerprint with a preset reference fingerprint to obtain the second verification result.

10. The device according to any one of claims 6 to 9, wherein the device further comprises:

- an instruction receiving module (750) configured to receive a call instruction sent by a third-party program, and trigger the first verification module (610, 710) to perform the step of performing (101, 202) the fingerprint verification in the process during which the entity key provided with the fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain the first verification result in accordance with the call instruction; and
- a result sending module (760) configured to send the final verification result to the third-party program.

11. A device for fingerprint verification, comprising:

- a processor (818); and
- a memory (804) for storing instructions executable by the processor (818); wherein the processor (818) is configured to:

  - perform (101, 202) fingerprint verification in a process during which an entity key provided with a fingerprint verification component is pressed to obtain a first verification result;
  - if the first verification result is a failed verification, perform (102, 203) the fingerprint verification;
verification in a process during which the entity key is raised to obtain a second verification result; and use (103, 204) the second verification result as a final verification result of present fingerprint verification.

12. A computer program including instructions for executing the steps of a method for fingerprint verification according to any one of claims 1 to 5 when said program is executed by a computer.

13. A recording medium readable by a computer and having recorded thereon a computer program including instructions for executing the steps of a method for fingerprint verification according to any one of claims 1 to 5.
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Call Instruction Sent By A Third-Party Program Is Received, And Step 202 Is Performed According To The Call Instruction

The Fingerprint Verification Is Performed In A Process During Which An Entity Key Provided With A Fingerprint Verification Component Is Pressed To Obtain A First Verification Result

If The First Verification Result Is A Failed Verification, Fingerprint Verification Is Performed In A Process During Which The Entity Key Is Raised To Obtain A Second Verification Result, And Step 204 Is Performed

The Second Verification Result Is Used As A Final Verification Result Of Present Fingerprint Verification, And Step 206 Is Performed

If The First Verification Result Is A Successful Verification, The First Verification Result Is Used As The Final Verification Result Of The Present Fingerprint Verification

The Final Verification Result Is Sent To The Third-Party Program
Fig. 3

First Interrupt Signal Is Received, The First Interrupt Signal Is Generated When A Finger Of A User Touches The Entity Key Provided With The Fingerprint Verification Component

A First Fingerprint To Be Verified Of The Finger Is Collected According To The First Interrupt Signal

The First Fingerprint To Be Verified Is Compared With A Preset Reference Fingerprint To Obtain The First Verification Result

Fig. 4

Second Interrupt Signal Is Received, The Second Interrupt Signal Is Generated When A Finger Of A User Releases The Entity Key

Second Fingerprint To Be Verified Of The Finger Is Collected According To The Second Interrupt Signal

The Second Fingerprint To Be Verified Is Compared With A Preset Reference Fingerprint To Obtain The Second Verification Result

Fig. 5
Fig. 6

First Verification Module

Second Verification Module

First Determination Module

Fig. 7

Instruction Receiving Module

First Verification Module

Second Verification Module

First Determination Module

Second Determination Module

Result Sending Module
Fig. 8
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